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INTRODUCTION

What are Contracts?

The Contract module is designed for use by companies supplying products or services that are invoiced or ordered at
regular intervals, such as rent, subscriptions, periodic deliveries or maintenance contracts. Additionally to that Contracts
module can be used as an extension for Service Orders and CRM modules to register Service Agreements for regular
equipment maintenance planning and invoicing.

Individual agreements or contracts are recorded in the Contracts register, and periodic Invoices or Orders are then created,
if appropriate using a maintenance function. These are passed to Standard ERP Sales Ledger or Sales Orders modules,
where they are treated as normal Invoices or Orders.

The module also provides tools for the management of quoting and tendering for Contracts. A history of modifications to
quotations can be maintained, and successful quotations can easily be converted into Contracts.

Contracts can be extended with Service Agreements to automatically generate Activities on periodic basis for maintaining
equipment.

Commission Contracts can be used to calculate commissions that have to be paid for sales of a particular items or item
groups.
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SETTING UP CONTRACTS

Contract Classes

This setting allows the definition of Contract Classes, which can be used to classify Contracts for reporting and invoicing
purposes.

On opening the setting, the ‘Contract Classes: Inspect’ window is shown. To enter a new Contract Class, click in the first
blank line. Click [Save] to save changes.

Code: allows assigning for each Contract Class unique Code that is used to specify the required Contract Class on the
Contract.

Comment: is used to assign a name of the particular Contract Class so it can be easier identified and recognised.

Tag/Object: allows assigning to a particular Contract Class one or several Tags/Objects, separated by comma. These
tags/objects will be inserted in the Contract record, after specifying the Contract Class.

Reminders: controls the option of 'No Reminder' check box in Contract Invoices, which governs the sending of
reminders for unpaid Invoices. If you set this field to 'No Reminders' (using ‘Paste Special’ if necessary), the No
Reminder check box will be checked by default on Contract Invoices created from Contracts belonging to a
particular Class. If you set this field to 'Reminders' (by default), the No Reminder check box will not be checked by
default.

Class. Type: is used in case of creating hierarchical structure and dividing Contract Classes with Classification Types.
Usually Classification Types are used in case of multiple Classes which can be divided in to different types, for
example, a set of Classes meant for Rental divided from the set of Classes meant for Subscription.

Contract Classification Types

Contract Classification Types setting creating records of Classification Types that can be afterwards used in the Contracts
Classes setting to divide Contract Classes in Types.

From the 'Contract Classification Types: Browse' window, click the [Create] Button and then choose option 'New
HansaWorld Contract Classification Types' or use the Cmd-N (Mac) / Ctrl-N (Win) keyboard shortcut.

Code: define unique code which is later used to specify the Contract Classification Type for the Contract Classification.

Comment: assign a name to the Classification Type so it can be later on easier recognised.
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Contract Defaults

This setting is used to set defaults for the Factor, Class, Period Type and invoicing instructions on the ‘Dates’ card of new
Contracts. These defaults will be used when entering Contracts directly to the Contract register, when creating them from
Invoices, using the 'Create' menu and choosing the function 'Contract' and when creating them from Contract Quotations
using the “Contract” from the 'Create' menu, provided there is no record for the Customer in the Customer Contract Defaults
setting.

When opening the setting, the ‘Contract Defaults: Inspect’ window is shown:

In this setting you can define which Contract Class will be automatically pasted onto Contracts by default and if invoice
should be invoiced before or after the Contract Start Date and following periods, and in either case how many days before or
after. The Factor field and the Period type are tightly connected. Factor is used as a multiplier for multiplying all item
quantities of the Contract while Period Type defines how often invoicing will be done. So, for example, as seen in image
above, if customer will be paying a yearly subscription the period type should be 'Months' and Length should be '12', and
Factor should be '1'. If, for example, customer will be paying for a service level agreement on a quarterly basis, then in this
case period type should be set to 'Months' with length 3 and factor should be 0.25, in other words, it means that customer
will be invoiced every 3 months and for each of these invoices the amount will be a quarter (0.25) of the quantity specified on
the item.

Set the defaults as required and then click the [Save] to save changes and close the window. You can override the defaults
in an individual Contract if necessary or by using Customer Contract Defaults to define Contract Defaults for a particular
Customer. In the case of Contracts created from Contract Quotations, only the Factor and the Invoice options are used,
since the other information will be taken from the Quotation record itself.

Contract Settings

This setting allows defining if an Invoice in Sales Ledger module Invoices register or an Order in Sales Orders module
Orders register will be created from Contracts if appropriate using a maintenance function.

Update Contract (checkbox) : defines that after entering a Contract for a Customer, the Contract can become out-of-
date if you subsequently change the Name or Invoice Address of the Customer in the Contact record of the
Customer. If you would like the Name and Invoice Address in all relevant Contracts to be checked and updated
whenever you save a Customer record, select this option.
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Customer Contract Defaults

The Customer Contract Defaults work in a similar way that Contract Defaults, with the exception that it allows assigning
default values for a particular customer and additionally defining the the level of details on the Invoice row level.

This setting is used to set defaults for the Factor, Class, Period Type and invoicing instructions on the ‘Dates’ card of new
Contracts for a specific Customer. These defaults will be used when entering Contracts directly to the Contract register,
when creating them from Invoices, using the 'Create' menu and choosing the function 'Contract' and when creating them
from Contract Quotations using the 'Contract' from the 'Create' menu. In all other cases (i.e. when there is no record for the
Customer in this setting), defaults are taken from the Contract Defaults setting. Defaults can be overwritten in an individual
Contract if necessary.

When opening the setting, the ‘Customer Contract Defaults: Browse’ window is shown, listing the Customers for whom
Contract Defaults have already been entered. New record can be created by clicking the [Create] button and choosing the
option 'New Customer Contract Defaults' or using the keyboard shortcut Cmd-N (Mac) / Ctrl-N (Win). The ‘Customer
Contract Defaults: New’ window appears, allowing entering the details as appropriate. Clicking [Save] will save the new
record. Alternatively, it is possible duplicating an existing Customer Contract Defaults by using [Create] button and choosing
the option 'Duplicate' or using the keyboard shortcut Cmd-Y (Mac) / Ctrl-Y (Win) and editing it accordingly, afterwards saving
the changes in the usual way. In the image bellow customer 001 will be invoiced on a monthly basis.

Factor, Class, Period Type radio-button and Invoice radio-button work in the same way as described in the Contracts
Defaults chapter with the difference that Customer Contract Defaults will be used in case such are defined for the particular
Customer.

Radio-button 'Invoice' with options 'Detailed', 'One row per Item' and 'One row per Contract row' control the appearance of
Contract Invoices issued to the Customer, where:

Detailed: the first two Invoice rows in each Invoice will contain the Contract Number and period covered by the Invoice.
The Contract Items will then be listed individually.

This option is the default: it is the option that will be used for a Customer that does not have its own Customer
Contract Defaults record.

One row per Item: if a Contract contains the same Item more than once (i.e. there is more than one row with the
same Item Number), each Invoice will contain a single row for that Item with a total quantity. In other respects, this
option is identical to the One row per Contract row option below.

One row per Contract row: each Invoice will simply list the Contract Items individually. Therefore, this option is
similar to the Detailed option, with the exception that the Contract Number and period will not be included in the
Invoice.
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Item Description Type

This setting is used to define various broad classifications that will then be used to describe the broad nature of each
Contract row. These options can be used on Contracts record Items matrix on flip 'D' and Contracts Quotation Items matrix
on flip 'B' to choose the Item Type.

When opening the setting, the existing Item Description Types are shown in an Inspect window. To enter a new record, click
in the first blank line. Click [Save] to save changes. 

Renew Contracts

This setting is used by the ‘Renew Contracts’ Maintenance function.

In this setting it is specified from which class to which the maintenance function 'Renew Contracts' will convert selected
contracts, as well as system allows specifying number of days/months for period length to be set on all renewed contracts.
Check box 'Remove Invoice To Customer' will remove all records from field 'Invoice To' on selected contracts when executing
the Renew Contracts maintenance function. 
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ENTERING CONTRACTS

Contracts can be entered in four ways:

1st method

From the 'Contracts: Browse' window, click the [Create] Button and then choose option 'New Contracts' or use the Cmd-N
(Mac) / Ctrl-N (Win) keyboard shortcut. The Factor, Class, Period Type and invoicing instructions on the ‘Dates’ card of the
new Contract are copied from the defaults set in the Contract Defaults setting or Customer Contract Defaults setting after
Customer is inserted in the Contract. Alternatively, select a Contract similar to the one you want to enter and open it, click on
the [Create] Menu and choose from the list the option 'Duplicate Contract' (or use the Cmd-Y (Mac) / Ctrl-N (Win) keyboard
shortcut). The Date of Contract of the new record will be the current date, not the date of the copied Contract, which can be
edited.

Since the amount of information stored for each Contract will not fit on a single screen, the Contract window has been
divided into eight tabs. At the top of each is the header. This contains the Contract Number, the Customer Code, Name and
Department. There are eight named buttons (‘flips’) in the header. 

In the further sections some fields in the Contracts register are explained:

Header

No.: gets filled in automatically when a new Contract is created on a standalone system or saved in client – server
environment. Can be chosen from several in case of multiple number series for the same period, where first option
matching the Date of Contract is chosen by default.

Customer: paste special field where Customer from Contacts register can be chosen. From Contact card 'Name' field
gets filled in and if specified in Contact record – Department, Currency, Pay Terms, Salesman, Attn., Telephone, Fax,
Del. Terms, Del. Mode, Price List, Language, Tags/Objects, Sorting, Inv. Address, VAT Zone, Region and VAT Reg.
No.

Department: by default inserted from Customer contact record. Can be manually changed or filled in if needed. It is
mainly useful for reporting purposes.
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Dates Flip

Start Date: the date when the Contract starts and first invoice / order should be created. Invoicing period is defined by
Start Date and Period Type section. 

End Date: the date when customer is ending their Contract.

End Date is also taken into consideration when invoicing. For example, if Contract period Type is set to 'Months' and
the Contract is marked to Start on 01.01.2022 and End on 31.03.2022, it will mean that the customer will get 3
invoices – for January, February and March.

End Date can be left blank if the Contract does not have a defined end date and can be entered during the life-cycle
of the Contract if such is determined later.

Date of Contract: the date when contract was created, this field is filled in automatically and can be edited. Usually
identifies the date on which the Contract was signed with the customer.

Last Inv. Date: the date when last Invoice was issued (or Order created) from the Contract. The field is updated
automatically, when using the Create Contract Invoices maintenance function or using from the Create menu of the
Contract option 'Invoice'.

The Last Inv. Date field in some occasions can and should be entered manually. An example of such case is entering
in the system already ongoing agreement, where invoices were issued manually before and the system should
overtake further invoicing – date of the last manually created invoice should be entered in such case. Another
example where manual Last Inv. Date field adjustment would be required is in case an invoice was created from the
Contract, but for some reason was credited or deleted and another invoice should be generated for the same period.
In that case Last Inv. Date should be manually adjusted back to the previous invoice date.

Next Price Change: the date from which prices in the Contract can be automatically updated, using the Update
Contracts maintenance function. Usually used to specify the date till which it was agreed with the customer to not
change prices.

Last Price Change: the date when prices in the Contract were last time updated by the Update Contracts
maintenance function. Can not be manually adjusted.

Cancel Date: the date when customer informs you that he will terminate their contract. Usually the date of the letter
customer has sent with the request of the Contract termination. Affects invoicing and Invoices (or Orders) will not be
created with a date later than the Cancel Date. It should be noted that the invoicing is done for full periods and, for
example, if the invoicing period is January 1st till January 31st and the Cancel Date is set as January 20th, system will
invoice the customer for full January. Cancel Date can be filled in automatically by using maintenance function
Cancel Unpaid Contracts – if the Contract will fit the maintenance specification to be canceled, maintenance run date
will be automatically entered in the Cancel Date field.

Factor: when new contract is created, Factor field is filled in from Contract Defaults setting. If such is defined, Factor
can be inserted from Customer Contract Defaults setting record, after inserting Customer in the Contract. It can be
changed manually if needed. Factor indicates the amount with which all item quantities will be multiplied on each
Invoice (or Order).

Class: when new contract is created, Class field is filled in from Contract Defaults setting. If such is defined, Class can
be inserted from Customer Contract Defaults setting record, after inserting Customer in the Contract. It can be
changed manually if needed. The Class can be used in reporting or when running the Create Contract Invoices
maintenance. If the Class has Tags/Objects assigned, these objects will be automatically inserted in the Contract
record.

Period Type (radio-button) and Length field: defines the invoicing period. Radio-button position defines is the period
based on Days or Months while the Length field defines the length of the period. For example, radio-button position
'Days' and Length '14' would mean that the invoicing is done once in 2 weeks, starting from Start Date. Radio-button
position 'Months' and Length '1' would mean that the invoicing is done once a month, starting from Start date. Both
the radio-button position and Length is inserted by default from Contract Defaults setting and can be replaced by
Customer Contract Defaults, if such are defined, at the moment Customer is inserted in the Contract record. In case
some specific Item in the Contract has different Period Type and Length, that can be specified in the 'H' flip of the
Items matrix, together with Start Date and End Date.

Invoice (radio-button) and Days field: defines when Invoices (or Orders) are generated according to the invoicing
period. The radio-button position defines are Invoices (or Orders) created before or after the invoicing period while
Days field defines how many days before or after. For example, if the Contract has Start Date 15.01.2022, invoicing
period is set to Months and Length is 1, at the same time radio-button Invoice is set to 'Before Period' and Days are
defined as '10', it would mean that the system will generate every month on 5th date an Invoice (or Order).
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Accepted (checkbox): defines that the Contract has been accepted by the Customer. Usually ticked when the Contract
has being physically signed or all the bureaucratic procedures have being finalized. The 'Contracts: Browse' window
has a sortable column showing the Accepted status of each Contract, allowing finding Contracts that have or have
not been accepted.

OK (checkbox): defines that the details of the Contract have been checked and approved. This signifies that the
Contract is ready for invoicing. System will not create Invoices (or Orders) for a Contract until it is marked as OK. If it
is required to modify a Contract after it was marked as OK, it is required to remove the OK mark, save the Contract
record and then carry out the modifications.

Items Flip

Items flip allows defining the positions for which customer will be invoiced (or for which orders will be created) and the
required details, such as quantities, prices, discounts etc. Every contract should have at least one Items matrix row filled, as
this defines for what the customer gets invoiced or what items will be ordered.

Flip: A

Item: used to enter items in the matrix. Items can be entered by using the Paste Special functionality or by entering
directly in the field Item Code, Alternative Code or Barcode of the Item. After inserting Item, other fields, such as
Description, Unit Price, Sum are automatically filled.

Qty: defines the quantity of the items which will be included in the generated Invoice (or Order) records. When Invoices
(or Orders) are generated, quantities are multiplied with the Factor.

Description: description of the Item that will be inserted in the generated Invoices (or Orders). Will be automatically
inserted from Item record. If Language field is used in the Contract and Item has a translation in the specified
Language, system will insert the Description for the specified Language.

Unit Price: price of one unit of the Item when Invoice (or Order) record gets generated from the Contract. Unit Price is
automatically inserted from Item record Base Price field in case Price List, containing a special price for the Item, is
not used for the particular Contract.

%: discount given to the customer for the particular item. Will be automatically inserted in cases Discount Matrices are
used and pre-defined discount should apply for the particular item.

Sum: defines the total of the row, calculated as Quantity multiplied by Unit Price and Discount. Changing the Sum value
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will automatically recalculated Discount. It should be noted that the Sum field in the Contract record will be multiplied
by the Factor when Invoice (or Order) is created. In case Price Factor is specified in the Items matrix 'C' flip, Price
Factor will be used additionally as a divider of the Sum.

Flip: B

A/C: Nominal Ledger account, by default inserted from Item record, if blank – from Item Group record, if both are blank,
from Sales Ledger Account Usage S/L setting. Will be automatically inserted in the Invoice (or Order) record as the
sales account that should be used when Nominal Ledger Transaction will be generated from the Invoice record.

Tag/Object: allows defining Tag/Object. By default inserted from Item record, if blank – from Item Group record. Will be
automatically inserted in the Invoice (or Order) record Tag/Object field in the Items matrix that will be automatically
inserted in the Nominal Ledger Transaction generated from the Invoice record.

V-Cd: VAT code that will determine the VAT rate applied for the particular row. By default inserted from Item record, if
blank – from Item Group record, if both are blank, from Sales Ledger Account Usage S/L setting.

Flip: C

Price Factor: if specified, will be used as a divider for the Unit Price. If specified, Sum on the Invoice (or Order) will be
calculated as Sum on the Contract, multiplied by Factor and divided by Price Factor.

Flip: D

Accrual: Nominal Ledger Accrual that will be automatically inserted in the Invoice in case it is required to post the value
of the Sales account in different date (-s) that single date of the Nominal Ledger Transaction, created from the
Invoice, date.

Item Type: allows specifying item type, predefined in the Item Description Type setting.

Contact: allows entering a Contact name for each Item (e.g. in case the Contract is created for a telephone
subscription, allows specifying for each row which exact employee of the Customer uses the particular telephone
and similar).

Flip: E

Original Item and Original Serial No.: in case the Contract was automatically created from the Invoice record by using on
the originally sold Item record field Contract Item, field Original Item will hold the originally sold Item code and
Original Serial No. will hold the originally sold Item serial number. For example, if the company sells coffee machines
and offers monthly maintenance, the Invoice will hold the Item code and the Serial Number of the coffee machine,
while the coffee machine Item record will have as the Service Item a separate Item for maintenance defined, for
which the Service agreement will be automatically created from the Invoice. And the Contract will hold the original
Item code of the coffee machine and its Serial Number, as sold on the Invoice.
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Flip: F

Service Agr.: allows defining for a Contract what Service Agreement (if any) is used. Enables not only automatic
invoicing (or order creation), but as well automatic Activity generation, dependent on the regularity of servicing the
sold item (e.g. that once a month service employees would have to maintain the sold coffee machine).

Start Date, End Date and last Activity: those fields display Start Date and End Date of the Service Agreement, just
as last Activity created for the Contract, based on the defined Service Agreement.

Flip: G

Row Type: allows defining will the customer be invoiced (or order created) for the particular item repetitive or only
once. If repetitive option is chosen, item will be included in all the automatically generated Invoices (or Orders) after
the Invoice After date. If Invoice Once option is chosen, the particular Item will be included only in the first Invoice (or
Order), created after the Invoice After date.

Invoice After: allows defining Date after which the item will be included on Invoices (or Orders). If the field is left blank,
item will be included in all invoices in case of Repetitive Row Type or on the first invoice only in case of Invoice Once
Row Type.

Invoice No.: in case Row Type is set to 'Invoice Once', system will automatically register Invoice (Order) number on
which the Item was invoiced (ordered) to avoid invoicing for it multiple times.

Flip: H
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Length, Start, End and Last Inv. Date: those fields allow overriding header fields Length, Start Date, End Date and
Last Inv. Date on a particular row level. Besides that the functionality is identical.

Invoiced: works as a counter, each time the Item gets invoiced (or ordered), increasing the quantity by 1. Allows
visually seeing how many times item was already invoiced (or ordered).

Currency Flip

Allows defining Currency of the Contract. Works in a way that the Currency and Exchange Rate is 'fixed' for the date of the
Contract and will be automatically used in the Invoices (Orders) generated from the Contract. In case different Exchange
Rate should be used on the generated invoice, it should be manually updated in the Invoice record itself.

Partners Flip

Partner: this is the field where you can specify, using Paste Special, a partner in case the customer belongs to a partner
or subcontractor of your company. Afterwards you can use this information to report on which customers belong to
each one of your partners or subcontractors, should your company work with a network of partners or
subcontractors.

Partner Name: automatically inserted after specifying Contact code in the Partner field.

Contact: automatically inserted as Primary Contact of the Partner. Can be manually entered or changed with paste
Special to any Contact Person of the Partner.

Version: if the Contract was created from a Contract Quotation record, Version number is automatically inserted in this
field. Can not be manually changed.

Contract Qtn.: if this Contract was created from a Contract Quotation, the Contract Quotation Number is shown here.
This field cannot be modified.

Invoice to: this field should be filled in in case contract invoice is supposed to be sent for some other third party
(factoring company, partner, parent company etc).

Pay. Terms flip

This flip is used to define payment terms of the Contract. 

Pay. Terms: is usually used in combination with Dates flip Invoice radio-button, for example, issuing invoice 10 days
before the period and having a payment terms 10 days as well would allow ensuring that the customer has paid their
invoice at the date the new service period begins or goods get delivered.
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Salesperson: this field is useful allowing defining a specific salesman for the particular contract, especially if the
company has a bonus system where the salesman should get bonuses from his contract invoices and similar.

Create (radio-button): with options 'Invoices' or 'Orders', allowing defining are Sales Ledger module Invoices or Sales
Orders module Orders created from the Contract. This is very useful in case company provides regular goods
deliveries on basis of the contracts – creating an Order instead of invoice would allow proceeding with the usual
Delivery and Invoicing procedure from the Order.

Del. Terms flip

This flip is usually used in case physical goods are delivered to the customer, special pricing rules are applied or different
than default language should be applied for printouts and communication with the customer.

Del. Terms and Del. Mode: allow defining specific delivery terms and delivery modes for Orders or Invoices created
from this Contract. The specified Delivery Mode and Delivery Term will be automatically inserted in the generated
records.

Price List: allows specifying for the particular Contract individual price list. It will be automatically inserted from
Customer Contact Record, if such will be specified or Customer Category, if the Price List field will be blank on the
Customer Contact record. Price List specific prices will be automatically applied when inserting items in the Contract,
so Price List has to be specified before inserting Items in the Items matrix to have their specific Price List prices
automatically applied.

Language: allows setting for the Contract a specific language, which can be used further to have printouts in the
required language, as well as have the generated Invoice and Order records Language field specified as on the
Contract.

Tag/Object: allows defining objects which will be automatically inserted in the header Object field of the generated
Invoice (or Order) records from this Contract.

Invoice Address and Delivery Address flips are used to specify the legal address of the customer to which Invoices should
be issued, as well as specific delivery address in case it is different for this Contract compared to the default delivery
address of the customer.

2nd method

Contract Quotations can be automatically converted to Contracts. To do this, it is required to open the Contract Quotation
record from the 'Contract Quotations: Browse' window. Using the 'Create' button and from the existing list choosing option
'Contract' will automatically create the Contract by transferring most of the data from the Contract Quotation record to the
created Contract.
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Most fields on the Contract are filled in automatically: The Class and Period Type on the ‘Dates’ card of the new Contract are
copied from the Contract Quotation. The Factor and invoicing instructions are taken from the record for the Customer in the
‘Customer Contract Defaults’ setting. If there is no such record, they are taken from the 'Contract Defaults' setting. 

3rd method

Contracts can be created from Invoices, in the Sales Ledger module, using the 'Contract' function on the 'Create' menu of
the Invoice record. 

This is useful for businesses who sell both goods and the service contracts to maintain them. Whenever goods are sold,
service contracts for those goods can be created immediately or at any time later on. 

The Factor, Class, Period Type and invoicing instructions on the ‘Dates’ card of the new Contract are copied from the record
for the Customer in the ‘Customer Contract Defaults’ setting. If there is no record in this setting for the Customer, they are
taken from the ‘Contract Defaults’ setting. The Items in the new Contract are taken from the Contract Item fields for each
Item on the Invoice. This field is used to link two records in the Item register: the Item itself (used in the Invoice) and the
maintenance /service charge for that Item (used in the Contract).

In the example below, whenever Surround Sound Radio, item with code 10102 is invoiced and from the Invoice the Contract
is created (through the 'Create' menu), the contract will have item 20104 added. See workflow bellow:
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First it is required to sell an item which has a Contract Item specified on its card. In example above Surround Sound Radio
item with code 10102 is invoiced (see 1st picture of an Item card 10102 'Surround Sound Radio and CD player' above where
'Contract Item' is filled in: 20104). When such item/s is/are sold, it will be possible to successfully use the 'Contract' option in
Create menu as on the 2nd picture above.

In such case system will automatically create the Contract record with transferring and entering all the available data from
the invoice and using settings for default data entry. In the example above Contract number 8 is created with item 20104 '1
Year Maintenance/Support Contract'.

On the Dates flip system will use Customer Contract Defaults if such are present for see 1st picture of and Item card
10102the customer or Contract Defaults to set the values on the Dates flip.

4th method

The ‘Renew Contracts’ Maintenance function can be used to renew Contracts that have expired. It does this by searching for
Contracts whose End Date is earlier than a specified date (i.e. which have expired by that date) and duplicating them. The
duplicates have the same Contract Number as the original, but are also given a Child Number. New contracts will have their
Start Date set as one day after the End Date of the original Contract. The End date will be automatically calculated by adding
to the Start Date the Length of the original Contract. When invoicing will be done, system will take in account only Contract
with the largest Child number from the same Contract Number set.

Note that Contracts created using methods 2 and 3 above will be presented in a ‘Contract: Inspect’ window. This means
that the record has already been created and saved into the register. To delete it you must choose ‘Delete’ from the Record
menu, or use the keyboard shortcut Cmd-Shift-D (Mac) or Ctrl-Shift-D (Win).

Standard ERP provides several paste-special menus to simplify your work when entering Contracts. You may for example
enter the current date into a date field with the ‘Paste Special’ function. This can also be used to simplify the entering of Item
Codes, Customer Numbers, Contract Classes etc.

Printing Contracts

There are two ways to print a Contract.

1. While entering or inspecting a Contract, click the Printer icon in the Button Bar or select ‘Print’ from the File menu. If
you want to print to screen, click the Preview icon.

2. Click the [Forms] button in the Navigation Centre. Double-click 'Contracts' in the 'Forms' list window, or highlight it
and press the Enter key. Enter the Contract Number (or a range of numbers in the 'Contracts' field) to be printed
and press [Run].
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Whichever method is selected, the used Form is determined as follows:

1. Using the Form Templates register in the System module, design the contract form. Use the 'Properties' function on
the Operations menu to assign a Form Type of 'Contract'. 

2. Select the Contracts module using the Modules icon.

3. Click the [Forms] button in the Navigation Centre. The ‘Forms’ list window is opened: highlight with one click
‘Contracts’ (see pictures below).

4. Select ‘Define Form’ from the Operations menu (see pictures below).

5. In the subsequent window, enter the code of the created Form Template in the Form Template field of the first line
(you can use ‘Paste Special’ to ensure the spelling is correct).

6. Click [Save] to save the Contract Form definition. From now on, the form that you have designed will be used, for
the ‘Forms’ function and for the Printer icon.
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Inspecting and Approving Contracts

Contracts should be checked and approved before Invoices can be generated. Mistakes are easier to rectify at this stage
than in Invoices that may have been already raised. There are two ways to approve a Contract.

1. With the Contract on screen, click the OK check box and save the record.

2. Select a Contract by clicking on it in the ‘Contracts: Browse’ window, and select ‘OK’ on the Operations menu. By
holding down the Shift key you can highlight a batch of Contracts to approve in a single stroke using this method.
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Creating Invoices

You can raise Invoices for Contracts using the 'Invoice' function on the 'Create' menu of the Contract Record, as shown
bellow:

Choosing this method, the system will create an appropriate number of not OK'ed Invoices for the entire duration of a
Contract in one stroke. For example, if the Contract duration is one year and the Invoice period is monthly, twelve not OK'ed
Invoices will be created. It can only create Invoices for one Contract at a time and Contract has to have End Date specified,
as the system will generate in such case all invoices till the End Date. 

Alternatively, you can create invoices by running the maintenance function: 'Create Contract Invoices'

The Maintenance function usually is run regularly to create Invoices for the next invoicing periods for each Contract,
matching the maintenance specification. Maintenance will generate not OK'ed Invoices for all Contracts where new Invoices
should be created in the period from Last Invoice Date of the Contract record till the Inv. Period: To date, specified in the
maintenance function.

The maintenance function has several important parameters besides the Customer, Contract and Class fields, working as
filters.
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Invoice Comment: allows adding custom Comment on the invoice, which will be added in the Items matrix of the
generated Invoice records.

Inv. Period: From and To: those fields are used to define the time frame for what invoices should be generated. Field
“To” is mandatory, while the 'From' can (and usually is) be left blank. Even if in the maintenance function time frame
for what Invoices were already generated will be specified, system will not issue multiple invoices for already invoiced
periods and will issue invoices for each Contract that have to be issued after the Last Invoice Date value in the
Contract record and till the To date specified in the maintenance function.

Inv. Date: allows forcing a specific invoice date, ignoring the automatically calculated Invoice Date from the Contract
values. In a similar way Language in Invoice and Salesman in Invoice work – they will force the entered values in the
maintenance to the generated Invoice records instead of using the ones from the Contract record.
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CONTRACT QUOTATIONS

This register allows issuing quotations for Contracts. They can then be revised as necessary before being converted into
Contracts. A quotation history can be maintained.

In the Contracts module, select the 'Registers' icon and then double click on 'Contract Quotations' or select this option with
one click and press Enter key.

The ‘Contract Quotations: Browse’ window is opened, showing Quotations already entered.

Contract Quotations are shown sorted by Quotation Number: this can be changed by clicking on one of the other column
headings.

To enter a new Contract Quotation, click the [Create] Button or use the Cmd-N (Mac) or Ctrl-N (Win) keyboard shortcut.
Alternatively, highlight a Contract Quotation similar to the one you want to enter, and click on [Create] Menu to choose from
the existing list the option 'Duplicate Contract Quotation' or use Cmd-Y (Mac) or Ctrl-Y (Win) Keyboard Shortcut.

The ‘Contract Quotation: New’ window is opened, empty if you clicked 'Contract Quotation' in the Create Menu or containing
a duplicate of the highlighted Contract Quotation. In the case of the duplicate, the Date of the new record will be the current
date, not the date from the original Contract Quotation.

In this register the record number will be filled in automatically, paste special the Customer number and press Enter so that
customer name is automatically filled in. Fill in with Paste Special the Class (which will pass through the contract if created
from this record). 

On the Date Flip, fill in the Date, using Paste Special if needed, The valid until date and define Period accordingly. On the
matrix, fill in the items to be included on the contract and on the Partner flip, if it is the case, fill in with Paste Special the
Partner the customer belongs to. Fill in other details if needed and save, by clicking the [Save] button or by using the
keyboard shortcut Shift Enter. 
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Printing Contract Quotations

There are two ways to print a Contract Quotation.

1. While entering or inspecting a Contract Quotation, click the Printer icon in the Button Bar or select ‘Print’ from the
File menu. If you want to print to screen, click the Preview icon.

2. Click the [Forms] button in the Navigation Centre. Double-click ‘Contract Quotation’ in the ‘Forms’ list window, or
highlight it and press the Enter key. Enter the Quotation Number (or a range of numbers) to be printed on the
Quotations field and press [Run].

Contract Status

This register helps maintain a history of Contracts and Contract Quotations. A new record is created automatically whenever
you enter a new Contract Quotation. If you enter a Contract without going through the Quotation stage, a Contract Status
record is not created automatically. You can create one using the ‘Update Contract Status’ function on the Operations menu
of the Contract window. If you modify an existing Quotation, the corresponding Contract Status record is changed as well,
but if you modify a Contract, the Contract Status can only be updated using ‘Update Contract Status’. You cannot enter
records directly to this register. 

To view Contract Status records, be sure to be in the Contracts Module, then click the 'Registers' icon in the Navigation
Centre and from the existing list choose with a double click 'Contract Status'. The ‘Contracts Status: Browse’ window is
opened.

Three methods are available for viewing Contract Status records:

1. Double-click on a record in the ‘Contracts Status: Browse’ window;
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2. With a Contract on screen, select ‘Open Contract Status’ from the Operations menu. All changes to the Contract
must be first saved; 

3. With a Contract Quotation on screen, select ‘Open Quotation Status’ from the Operations menu. All changes to the
Quotation must be first saved.

Remember that only certain fields can be changed, and that you cannot enter new records directly. They must be generated
from the Contract and Contract Quotation registers. The register should contain a single record for each Contract /
Quotation / Version / Child combination.
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Service Agreements

You can use this register together with the ‘Service Agreement’ Maintenance function which is designed to create future
Activities from contracts for a specified period, to help follow up Service Agreements. For example, if Contract requires you
to make periodic calls or visits to the Customer (e.g. every two months or every six months), you can create Activities to
remind you to do these tasks when the time comes. It is popular to use this functionality in combination with Service Orders
module to plan periodic maintenances of equipment.

The first step is to record the different patterns of follow-up Activities that you use in your business. You should record each
pattern of Activities as a separate record in the Service Agreement register. In this register you can specify if you have
separate Service Agreement records for example to create Activities every two months and every six months. You might also
have separate records for different Activity Types (e.g. telephone calls, maintenance visits and so on), and for different
Persons. When entering a Contract, specify on flip F which of these Service Agreements is to be used for each Contract
Item. Finally, when the Contract has been accepted by the Customer, use the ‘Service Agreement’ Maintenance function to
create the follow-up Activities and place them into the Calendar or Task Manager for the appropriate Person, so they will be
reminded to do the work when the time comes. 

Activities are described in full in the ‘CRM’ training material. 

To create Activities using Service Agreements, follow these steps:

1. Open the Service Agreement register by clicking the [Registers] button in the Navigation Centre and then double click on
'Service Agreements' in the list, or, alternatively one click and then press Enter. The ‘Service Agreements: Browse’
window is displayed, showing all Service Agreement records previously entered. Double-click a record in the list to edit it,
or add a new record by clicking the [Create] button and choosing 'New Service Agreements'. When the record is
complete, save it by clicking the [Save] button or by clicking the close box and choosing to save changes. To close it
without saving changes, click the close box and choose option not to save changes.

Each record in this register should represent a particular set of Activities that you want to be created from a Contract. In
the 'B' flip of the Service Agreement record matrix more details of the created activity can be specified.
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2. Whenever you enter a Contract where there is a requirement to create periodic follow-up Activities, record this using the
fields on flip F of the 'Items' card. The System allows you to create a different set of follow-up Activities for each Item on
the Contract.

3. Once you have approved the Contract, use the ‘Service Agreement’ Maintenance function to create the follow-up
Activities. This can be done for all contracts as well, leaving the Contract field blank.
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MAINTENANCES

Maintenance functions tend to be used to carry out certain updating tasks, usually involving batch processing and
encompassing all or many of the records in the affected register. There are seven such functions available in the Contracts
module. To use them, select 'Routines' button on the Navigation Centre, choose ‘Maintenance’ from there to open the list of
available maintenance routines for contracts.

Cancel Unpaid Contracts

This function can be used to cancel Contracts whose Invoices have not been paid. It finds Contract Invoices that are
overdue for payment by a specified number of days (or those with a particular Reminder Level) and enters the current date
to the Cancel Date field in each of the related Contracts. This ensures that no further Invoices will be raised for those
Contracts. You can choose to have the Invoices themselves invalidated, or you can credit them in the usual manner, as
described in the ‘Logistics Sales’ training material.

Change Contract Currency

You can use this function to change the currency of a particular Contract, or all Contract belonging to a certain Contract
Class or a certain customer.

The maintenance function will do 3 things:

1. change the currency of the Contract record;

2. insert the currency exchange rate in the Contract record as on the date of the Contract (if such will be entered in
the System module Exchange Rates register for the required date – if not – latest previous exchange rate will be
used for the required currency);

3. prices in the Items matrix of the Contract will be recalculated for all the items according to the new currency and
exchange rate.

Change Contracts

You can use this function to add, substitute or remove a particular Item from, change the Contract Class of, and/or un-
approve all selected Contracts.
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Create Contract Invoices

This function creates Invoices for Contracts. It finds all approved Contracts whose last Invoice period ends in a specified
time period and creates appropriate Invoices, which are saved in an un-OK'ed state. Approved Contracts with no Start Date
are not included. Invoices will be created till the Inv. Period: To date, which is a mandatory required field for the maintenance
function to generate any invoices. Inv. Period: From date is not mandatory.

You can approve all Invoices in a single step, by highlighting them in the ‘Invoices: Browse’ window and selecting ‘OK’ from
the Operations menu. Remember that if you wish to change any of the Invoices, you must do so before they are approved.
Any such changes are NOT reported back to the Contracts module. You can also print the Invoices in a single batch, using
the ‘Forms’ button in the Navigation Centre having first selected ‘Sales Ledger’ from the Modules menu. Approving and
printing is covered more detailed in the ‘Logistics Sales’ training material.

You can run the Invoiceable Contracts report before you use this function if you want to preview the Invoices that will be
created with this maintenance function.

Renew Contracts

This function can be used to renew Contracts that have expired. It searches for Contracts whose End Date is earlier than a
specified date (i.e. which have expired by that date) and duplicates them. The duplicates have the same Contract Number
as the original, but are also given a Child Number. In the case of a Contract that has already been renewed at least once
(i.e. where there are several Contracts with the same Number), only the one with the highest Child Number will be duplicated
(provided it has expired). Unapproved Contracts will be renewed, but those with a Cancel Date will not. Contracts with no
End Date will not be renewed.
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The Start Date in the new Contract will be one day after the End Date in the Contract it is replacing. The duration of the new
Contract is calculated using the Length of the old Contract, as follows:

End Date = Start Date + Length (in months or days, as in the old Contract).

Service Agreement

This function creates Activities, defined in Service Agreements records, entered in Contract Register record Items matrix 'F'
flip.

Update Contracts

This function updates the Contract register with new details from the Item, Price and Customer registers.

The maintenance function can be used also to increase prices of Contracts, just as change Invoice Days before / after.
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REPORTS

As with all modules, to print a report in the Contracts module, click [Reports] in the Navigation Centre. The keyboard
shortcut Cmd-R (Mac) or Ctrl-R (Win) can also be used. Then, double-click the appropriate item in the list.

Contract Contacts

This report can be used to produce lists of Contacts for the Contracts in the system. For each Contract, it shows Customer
Number and Name, Contract Number, Contact Name and Telephone Number.

If you have used the Department field in the Contract header to record the Department in your own company that is
responsible for each Contract, this field can be used to produce separate contact lists for each department.

Contract History

This report is a list of Contracts per Customer. The Invoices that have been raised against each Contract are listed, showing
the Invoice Total and the amount paid. 
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When printed to screen, the Contract History has HansaWorld's Drill-down feature. Click on any Invoice or Contract Number
to open an individual Invoice or Contract record.

Contract Item Statistics

This report shows statistics about Items used on contracts. 

Contract List

This report is a simple list of the Contracts entered in the system. The list is sorted by Contract Number. For each Contract,
the Contract Number, Customer Number and Name, Start and End Dates and last Invoice Date are shown.
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Contract Worth

This report shows how much revenue can be generated from the Contracts in the system during the report period. For each
Contract is shown the Contract Number, the Customer, the Contract Value (i.e. the value of a single Invoice raised from the
Contract), the Period Value (i.e. the Contract Value multiplied by the number of Invoices that can be raised in the report
period) and finally the portion of the contract period that falls in the report period. 

Contract/Quotation Status

This report is a list of records in the Contract Quotation register, showing Quotation Number, Contract Number, Customer
Number and Name, Start and End Dates and the dates for Quotation Acceptance and Contract signature.
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Factoring Customers' Contract History

This is a list of Contracts whose Invoices are to be sent to a third party (e.g. a parent company or a leasing company, known
as the 'Invoice To Customer'). These are Contracts whose Invoice To field on the ‘Partners’ card contains a value. The list is
sorted by Invoice To Customer, making it easy to analyse who is being charged for your Contracts. 

When printed to screen, this report has HansaWorld's Drill-down feature. Click on any Customer or Contract Number to open
an individual Customer or Contract record.

Factoring Customers' Invoices 

This is a list of Invoices raised from Contracts whose Invoice To field on the ‘Partners’ card contains a value. These are
Invoices that were sent to a third party (e.g. a parent company or a leasing company). The list is sorted by Invoice To
Customer, and the outstanding balance of each Invoice is shown, making it easy to analyse which Invoice To Customers are
up-to-date with their payments.

Invoiceable Contracts

This report shows the Contracts due for invoicing at a specific date or period. It can be used to aid cash flow prediction by
estimating the monthly level of invoicing. The report can be produced at any time, and does not change any data in the
registers. 

This report can be used to preview the Invoices that will be created by the subsequent running of the ‘Create Contract
Invoices’ Maintenance function. It is thus recommended that this report is produced before running that function, to make
sure that the Contract selection is correct. 
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SALES PROCESS

The Contracts module is designed for use by companies supplying products or services that are invoiced at regular
intervals, such as rents, subscriptions or maintenance contracts. The module also provides tools for the management of
quoting and tendering for Contracts. Below you can find a short outline of sales process for Subscriptions (repetitive billing).

Whenever you get a need to set up a new contract, please follow this workflow:

1. Create a new 'Contact' card in module 'CRM', which can also be accessed through the 'Contracts' module;

2. Request management to approve and set credit limits/payment terms for the new Contact registered (on the terms
card);

3. Release Contact account by unticking 'On Hold' check box on Terms card;

4. Create Pre-Agreement - 'Contract Quotation' as described above in this material;

5. Print Pre-Agreement - 'Contract Quotation' with Terms & Conditions document, which you have pre-set previously
through 'Forms' on the Navigation Centre;

6. Create 'Contract' from 'Contract Quotation' as described above in this material;

7. Scan and attach signed documents to 'Contract' record;

8. OK and Accept 'Contract';

9. Create 'Invoice' from 'Contract'.

QUESTIONS/EXERCISES

1. What report shows you the list of Contracts whose Invoices are to be sent to a third party?

2. What report shows you the Invoiceable contracts?

3. What is the name of the setting where you set defaults for Factor, Class, Period Type and invoicing instruction for
Contracts in general?

4. Name 4 ways to enter Contracts in Standard ERP.

5. How can Service Agreements be used?
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APPENDIX 

Terminology between different versions of english language

The language used in this material is American English. There can be slight differences between other versions of the
English language, which can lead to confusions. This table should help to clear these up. Sorted alphabetically. 

USA British Canada Australia + New Zealand Singapore

Check Cheque Cheque Cheque Cheque

Color/colored Colour/coloured Colour/coloured Colour/coloured Colour/coloured

Credit Memo (CN) Credit Note(CN) Credit Memo (CM) Credit Note (CN) Credit Note

Dialog Dialogue

Installment Installment

Jewelry Jewellery Jewellery Jewellery Jewellery

License Licence (noun) Licence Licence Licence

Miles Mileage Claim Way Lists Mileage Claim Mileage Claim

Miles Miles KM KM KM

Cell Mobile Mobile Mobile Mobile

General Ledger (GL) Nominal Ledger (NL) General Ledger (GL) General Ledger (GL) General Ledger (GL)

ZIP Code Post Code Post Code Post Code  Post Code

Payable (PL = AP) Purchase Ledger Payable (PL = AP) Purchase Ledger Purchase Ledger

Receivable (SL=AR) Sales Ledger Receivable (SL=AR) Sales Ledger Sales Ledger

Salesperson Salesman Salesperson Salesman Salesperson

Inventory Stock Inventory Stock Inventory

Inventory Count Stocktake Inventory Count Stocktake Inventory Count

Inventory Adjustment Stock Depreciation Inventory Adjustment Stock Depreciation Inventory Adjustment

Vendor Supplier Vendor Supplier Vendor

Sales Tax or Tax VAT Tax (ideally GST/PST) GST GST/SST/HST
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